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Stability-Oriented Minimum Switching/Sampling
Frequency for Cyber-Physical Systems:

Grid-Connected Inverters Under
Weak Grid

Rui Wang , Student Member, IEEE, Qiuye Sun , Senior Member, IEEE, Huaguang Zhang , Fellow, IEEE,

Lei Liu, Senior Member, IEEE, Yonghao Gui , Senior Member, IEEE, and Peng Wang

Abstract— Although the cyber-physical system stability is
widely studied, scholars focus more on system stability with
communication time delay. Therein, grid-connected inverters
with the digital control system are regarded as one simplest and
typical cyber-physical system. Meanwhile, the switching/sampling
frequency of the inverter is always selected as low as possible
from an efficiency viewpoint, resulting in unavoidable delay time.
This delay time is apt to cause the system instability, which
is more prone to severity under weak grid. To this end, this
paper provides a minimum switching/sampling frequency for
grid-connected inverters. Firstly, the system impedance model
with equivalent delay time is constructed, which is based on
padé approximate approach. This equivalent delay time consists
of three parts, i.e., sampling delay time in cyber/physical level,
calculation delay time in cyber level and pulsewidth modulation
delay time in physical level, which reflects the cyber-physical
interaction impact. Furthermore, the stability forbidden criterion
is applied to make the switching/sampling frequency solving
process become Hurwitz matrix identification problem through
space mappings. Based on these space mappings, an adaptive
step search approach is adopted to obtain the minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency. Finally, the proposed approach can well
evaluate the system stability under different frequencies through
simulation and experiment.

Index Terms— Cyber-physical system, grid-connected inverter,
minimum switching/sampling frequency, adaptive step search
approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, with the rapid development regarding infor-
mation technology consisting of internet approach, com-

munication approach, cloud computing approach and so on,
cyber-physical systems (CPSs) have been introduced in detail
through National Science Foundation in USA [1]. CPS has
become one close coupling and collaboration between com-
puting resources and physical resources, which makes the
system more adaptive, autonomous, reliable, and available [2].
Although the cyber-physical system stability has been widely
studied, almost scholars focus more on system stability with
communication time delay or attack [3]-[4]. However, the
stability analysis of cyber-physical systems without commu-
nication network is still blank. Furthermore, grid-connected
inverters with the digital control system can be regarded as one
simplest and typical cyber-physical system. Meanwhile, the
switching/sampling frequency of the inverter is always selected
as low as possible from an efficiency viewpoint, resulting
in unavoidable delay time [5]. Furthermore, in 2020, the
power-information hybrid signal delivery strategy is proposed
in Nature Communications [6]. This method does not need
the traditional communication network, but transmits signal
through the two degrees of freedom regarding switching fre-
quency and phase deviation of PWM in the physical layer. This
method combines the cyber system and physical system into
one whole. In order to ensure that each agent demodulation
window does not interfere with each other, this method needs a
series of orthogonal switching frequencies to transmit informa-
tion. With the decrease of switching frequency, it will also lead
to the problem of low-frequency/sub-synchronous oscillation.
The method of this paper mainly studies the cyber-physical
stability in these two cases, and provides the stability-oriented
minimum switching frequency of IGBT in the inverter.

Traditionally, the system stability of cyber-physical systems
was widely studied, which could be divided into two parts,
i.e., stability analysis with network attack and stability analysis
without network attack [7-11]. From the viewpoint of stability
analysis with network attack, the current researches have
constructed one relatively complete research system from the
perspectives of network attack [7], attack cascade reaction [8],
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network attack defense [9]. From the viewpoint of stabil-
ity analysis without network attack, the current researches
focused on the time delay regarding distributed/centralized
communication network [10-11]. The literatures [10] and [11]
respectively designed delay time threshold conditions for
communication delay time caused by cyber-physical material
integration in cyber-power system and cyber-energy system.
Since the power system with digital control system is one
simplest cyber-physical system, the stability of this control
system without communication network should be studied,
which belongs to small-signal stability analysis.

In the past, the small-signal stability analysis approach
regarding microgrids with numerous inverters could be
divided into two types, i.e., state-space function approach
and impedance approach [12]-[13]. For the state-space func-
tion approach, the partial state-space function without inner
current-voltage controller was established to analyze the sys-
tem stability in [14]. Additionally, the overall state-space
function with inner current-voltage controller was built in [15].
For complex microgrid with high order information, the model
reduced order approach was proposed in [16]. However, it was
difficult for scholars to build the whole state-space function
regarding the microgrid with thousands of inverters [17].
Based on this, the impedance approach was proposed for
the complex microgrid in recent years [18]. The impedance
approach was applied to power system in 1976 through
Middlebrook and J. M. Undrill [19]-[20]. Furthermore, the
impedance approach was applied for DC microgrids and AC
microgrids through Nyquist curve (NC) or generalized Nyquist
curve (GNC) [21]. However, the restriction of the GNC was
that, due to the complex matrix product formation, it was not
acceptable for system design [22]. Based on this, the simplified
stability criteria were proposed in turn to provide stability
analysis approach without GNC drawing process, which can
be divided into two types, i.e., norm-based stability criteria and
stability forbidden region criteria [22]-[24]. Nevertheless, the
foresaid simplified stability criteria have one main problem,
e.g., high conservatism. The high conservatism (also named
high conservative) is the term for control field, which is
an important index of stability criteria. Therein, the high
conservatism represents low accuracy of stability criteria, and
the low conservatism represents high accuracy of stability
criteria [21]. Meanwhile, these stability criteria paid more
attention on stability operation point identification or return-
ratio matrix stability margin, and it was not suitable for the
switching/sampling frequency threshold value identification
regarding grid-connected inverters with the digital control
system, which is called high inapplicability.

In order to solve these two issues, i.e., high conservatism
and high inapplicability, this paper proposes an adaptive step
search approach with low conservatism to obtain the minimum
switching/sampling frequency. The main advantages can be
described as follows:

(i) In order to reflect the cyber-physical interaction impact
regarding grid-connected inverters with the digital control
system, the equivalent delay time consisting of sampling delay
time in cyber/physical level, calculation delay time in cyber
level and pulsewidth modulation delay time in physical level,

Fig. 1. Grid connected inverter with digital control system.

is constructed through the system impedance model. Based
on this, the cyber-physical interaction impact problem can be
transformed into the switching/sampling frequency threshold
identification problem, which is an indispensable preprocess.

(ii) Based on the novel stability forbidden region criterion
with low conservatism proposed in our previous litera-
ture [19], the switching/sampling frequency threshold iden-
tification regarding grid-connected inverters with the digital
control system is switched into the identification problem
whether the generalized return-ratio matrix is one Hurwitz
matrix. With these effects, thousands of Nyquist curve drawing
process can be eliminated, which reduces the computational
burden.

(iii) In order to obtain the switching/sampling frequency
threshold value regarding grid-connected inverters with the
digital control system, an adaptive step search approach with
low conservatism is proposed. Meanwhile, the convergence of
the proposed adaptive step search approach is verified, and
this approach is independent for the initial condition, which
illustrates the high applicability of the proposed approach.

II. GENERALIZED RETURN-RATIO MATRIX MODELING

Traditionally, grid-connected inverters with the digital con-
trol system are shown in Fig. 1. Compared with the grid-
connected inverter with P&Q controller, the grid-connected
inverter with droop controller has better system stability [25].
Based on this, the grid-connected inverter with droop con-
troller has been widely applied into weak grid to improve sys-
tem stability. Therein, the detailed control strategy regarding
droop controller can be found in the literature [25], which
is shown in Fig. 2. Noting that the system is likely to be
unstable in the case of weak grid [21]. From the viewpoint of
the stability assessment, the short circuit ratio (SCR) has been
widely applied in the existing researches. According to IEEE
standard, the grid is considered weak for SCR below 6 to 10.

A. Time Delay Analysis

Grid-connected inverters with the digital control system are
regarded as one simplest and typical cyber-physical system.
Meanwhile, the switching/sampling frequency of the inverter
is always selected as low as possible from an efficiency view-
point, resulting in unavoidable delay time. In this decentralized
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Fig. 2. Control structure of the grid connected inverter.

Fig. 3. Time-delay components.

control, the cyber-physical system exists unavoidable delay
time including sampling delay time in cyber/physical level,
calculation delay time in cyber level and pulsewidth modu-
lation delay time in physical level, which reflects the cyber-
physical interaction impact. In this paper, this equivalent delay
time is defined as G (τ ). Noting that this time delay arises
from real-world applications, which is inversely proportional
to the switching frequency [26]. As shown in Fig. 3, the
equivalent delay time regarding grid-connected inverters with
the digital control system can be divided into two part, i.e., the
equivalent delay time regarding sampling & calculation delay
time (G (τ1)) and pulsewidth modulation delay time (G (τ2)).
Therein, τ1 = Ts , and Ts represents sampling period, which is
the inverse of the sampling frequency Ts = 1/ fs . Meanwhile,
τ2 = 0.5Tw, and Tw represents pulsewidth modulation period,
which is the inverse of the pulsewidth modulation frequency
Tw = 1/ fw . Traditionally, the sampling period and pulsewidth
modulation period are always set as the same value [26]. Based
on this, the equivalent delay time regarding grid-connected
inverters with the digital control system can be represented
as G (τ ) = e−τ s = e−1.5Tss = e−1.5Tws = e−1.5T s , where T
represents system sampling period or pulsewidth modulation
period (called switching period). Noting that the researches
regarding the traditional time delay is indeed a common
topic, which mostly refers to the time delay caused through
communication networks. The research in this paper is one
nanosecond or microsecond time delay, which is consisting of
sampling delay time in cyber/physical level, calculation delay
time in cyber level and pulsewidth modulation delay time
in physical level. This time delay reflects the cyber-physical
interaction impact.

B. System Modeling

According to the impedance-based approach, the overall
system can be divided into two subsystems under d − q axis,

Fig. 4. Thevenin equivalent circuit of interconnected system.

i.e., source subsystem and load subsystem, which is shown in
Fig. 4. Therein, the source subsystem output impedance matrix
and load subsystem input admittance matrix can be obtained
as follows: The dynamic characteristics of voltage and current
of the droop controller under d − q axis are shown below [5]:

Vsourd = Isourd(Rsour + sLsour ) − ωLsour Isourq

+ Vcd , (1)

Vsourq = Isourq(Rsour + sLsour ) + ωLsour Isourd

+ Vcq, (2)

Isourd = Csour Vcds − ωCsour Vcq + Icd , (3)

Isourq = Csour Vcqs + ωCsour Vcd + Icq , (4)

where Vsourd , Vsourq , Isourd and Isourq represents the output
voltage and output current of the grid-connected inverter under
d − q axis, respectively. Vcd , Vcq , Icd and Icq represents
the voltage and current of the grid-connected inverter under
d − q axis, respectively. Rsour , Lsour and Csour represents
the resistor, inductor and capacitor of the RLC filter, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the cascaded voltage/current double loop
controller is shown as follows:

I #
sourd = Gsour

v (V #
cd − Vcd) − ωCsour Vcq + K Icd , (5)

I #
sourq = Gsour

v (V #
cq − Vcq) + ωCsour Vcd + K Icq , (6)

V #
sourd = Gsour

i (I #
cd − Icd ) − ωLsour Icq + Vcd , (7)

V #
invq = Ginv

i (I #
cq − Icq ) + ωLinv Icd + Vcq , (8)

where I #
cd , I #

cq , V #
cd and V #

cq represents voltage and current
signal of the grid-connected inverter under d − q axis, respec-
tively. Gsour

v and Gsour
i represents the cascaded voltage/current

double loop controller (Gsour
v = ksour

vp + ksour
v i /s and Gsour

i =
ksour

ip + ksour
ii /s). K represents feedback factor. Additionally,

the instantaneous active power psour and reactive power qsour

are provided through equations (9)-(10). The low-pass filter
is applied to the grid-connected inverter to obtain the average
active power Psour and reactive power Qsour . Based on this,
the output active power and reactive power of the grid-
connected inverter are expressed as follows:

psour = 1.5
�
Vcd Icd + Vcq Icq

�
, (9)

qsour = 1.5
�
Vcd Icq − Vcq Icd

�
, (10)

Psour = ωc

s + ωc
psour, (11)

Qsour = ωc

s + ωc
qinv , (12)

where ωc represents the cut-off frequency regarding low-pass
filter. Considering the equivalent delay time impact, the
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equations (11)-(12) can be rewritten as follows:

Psour = ωc

s + ωc
e−1.5T s psour , (13)

Qsour = ωc

s + ωc
e−1.5T sqsour , (14)

where s represents the Laplace factor. Noting that e−τ s ≈
n�

k=0
(−1)kckτ

ksk/
n�

k=0
ckτ

ksk , where ck = [(2n − k)!n!] /

[2n!k!(n − k)!]. According to the literature [10], the foresaid
section can be simplified as e−1.5T s = 4 f −3s/4 f +3s, where
f represents the system sampling or switching frequency. The
droop controller can be expressed as:

ω = ω# − m Psour , (15)

V #
cd = V # − nQsour , (16)

where ω# and V # represents rated angular speed and voltage,
respectively. According to the dynamic phase approach [21],
the small-signal analysis regarding the equations (1)-(2) and
(7)-(8). Therein, the main principles used are x = y = x# +
�x = y#+�y → �x = �y. the small-signal model regarding
�I #

sour can be shown as follows:
�

�I #
sourd

�I #
sourq

�
= [B1]2∗2

�
�Isourd
�Isourq

�
+[B2]2∗2

�
�ω

�V #
cd

�
, (17)

where

[B1]2∗2 =
⎡
⎣ Rsour +s Lsour +Gsour

i (s)
Gsour

i (s) 0

0
Rsour +s Lsour +Gsour

i (s)
Gsour

i (s)

⎤
⎦

and [B2]2∗2 =
⎡
⎣ − I #

sourq Lsour

Gsour
i (s) 0

I #
sourd Lsour

Gsour
i (s) 0

⎤
⎦ .

Furthermore, the small-signal model regarding the
equations (3)-(6) can be shown as follows:

�
�Isourd
�Isourq

�
=

�
�Icd
�Icq

�
+ [B3]2∗2

�
�Vcd
�Vcq

�

+ [B4]2∗2

�
�ω

�V #
cd

�
, (18)�

�I #
sourd

�I #
sourq

�
= [B5]2∗2

�
�Vcd
�Vcq

�
+ [B6]2∗2

�
�Icd
�Icq

�

+ [B7]2∗2

�
�ω

�V #
cd

�
, (19)

where

[B3]2∗2=
�

sCsour −ω#Csour

ω#Csour sCsour

�
,

[B4]2∗2 =
�

0 0
V #

cd Csour 0

�
,

[B5]2∗2 =
�−Gsour

v (s) −ω#Csour

ω#Csour −Gsour
v (s)

�
,

[B6]2∗2 =
�

K 0
0 K

�
, [B7]2∗2 =

�
0 Gsour

v (s)
0 0

�
.

The small-signal model of the equations (11)-(16) can be
shown as follows:

�psour = 1.5

�
Vcd�Icd + �Vcd Icd

+Vcq�Icq + �Vcq Icq

�
, (20)

�qsour = 1.5

�
Vcd�Icq + �Vcd Icq

−Vcq�Icd − �Vcq Icd

�
, (21)

�ω = − mωc

s + ωc

4 f − 3s

4 f + 3s
�psour, (22)

�V #
cd = − nωc

s + ωc

4 f − 3s

4 f + 3s
�qsour . (23)

Similar, the small-signal model of the equations (20)-(23)
can be shown as follows:�

�ω

�V #
cd

�
= [B8]2∗2

�
�Vcd

�Vcq

�
+ [B9]2∗2

�
�Icd

�Icq

�
, (24)

where

[B8]2∗2 =


1.5mωc
s+ωc

4 f −3s
4 f +3s I #

cd − 1.5mωc
s+ωc

4 f −3s
4 f +3s I #

cq

− 1.5nωc
s+ωc

4 f −3s
4 f +3s I #

cq − 1.5nωc
s+ωc

4 f −3s
4 f +3s I #

cd

�
,

[B9]2∗2 =


− 1.5mωc
s+ωc

4 f −3s
4 f +3s V #

cd 0

0 − 1.5nωc
s+ωc

4 f −3s
4 f +3s V #

cd

�
.

Therefore, the output impedance matrix of droop inverter

Zinv =
�

Zdd Zdq

Zqd Zqq

�
satisfies the following function:�

�Vcd

�Vcq

�
=

�
Zdd Zdq

Zqd Zqq

� �
�Icd

�Icq

�
. Thus, apply the

equations (18)-(19) and (24) into the equation (17), the
output impedance matrix of droop inverter can be obtained,
which is shown in the equation (25):

Zinv =
�

Zdd Zdq

Zqd Zqq

�

=
�

[B5] + [B7] [B8] − [B1] [B3]
− [B1] [B4] [B8] − [B2] [B8]

�−1

�
[B1] [B4] [B9] + [B1] +
[B2] [B9] − [B6] − [B7] [B9]

�
. (25)

Finally, the load subsystem input admittance matrix can be
shown as follows:

Yload = Zload
−1 =

�
Zdd Zdq

Zqd Zqq

�−1

(26)

where Rg , Lg and Cg represents the equivalent circuit
impedance. ω# represents the rated frequency. Meanwhile,
Zdd = Zqq = [Z1]s2+[Z2]s+[Z3]

[Z4]s2+[Z5]s+[Z6]
,

Zdq = −Zqd = [Z7]
[Z4]s2+[Z5]s+[Z6]

,

[Z1]1∗1 = �
LgCg + RgCg

�
Lg ,

[Z2]1∗1 = Lg RgCg + R2
s Cg + Lg ,

[Z3]1∗1 = �
LgCg + RgCg

�
Lgω#2 + Rg ,

[Z4]1∗1 = �
LgCg + RgCg

�2,
[Z5]1∗1 = 2

�
LgCg + RgCg

�
,

[Z6]1∗1 = �
LgCg + RgCg

�2
ω#2 + 1,

[Z7]1∗1 = �
LgCg + RgCg

�
Rgω# − Lgω

#.
Thus, the return-ratio matrix is shown as follows:

R0 = ZsourYload . (27)
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Fig. 5. Stability forbidden criterion.

Noting that the return-ratio matrix R0 is the delay-dependent
function, i.e., R0 = f (T ). According to the impedance-
based approach [25], the system is stable if and only if the
generalized Nyquist curve of the return-ratio matrix R0 does
not contain (−1, j0) points.

III. ADAPTIVE STEP SEARCH APPROACH

In this section, the minimum switching/sampling frequency
regarding grid-connected inverters with the digital control sys-
tem under weak grid is provided. Due to the complex Nyquist
curve drawing precess, numerous simplified stability forbidden
region criteria have been proposed, which is shown in Fig. 5
[21]. Compared with Middlebrook criterion, Opposing Argu-
ment criterion and GMPM criterion, NSFR criterion proposed
in our previous literature [21] has lower conservatism. Noting
that the approximate necessary and sufficient condition can be
obtained if εG M tends to one and θP M tends to 900, where
εG M and θP M represents gain and phase margins. Based on
this, NSFR criterion is applied to analyze stability regarding
the delay-dependent return ratio matrix.

Lemma 1: [21] The system is stable if and only if the
generalized Nyquist curve of the negative return-ratio matrix
(−R0) does not contain (1, j0) points.

Thus, the stability operation region can be obtained through
−R0, which is green region in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the stability
operation region can be provided through the union of three
subregions (green region in Fig. 7), i.e., A = A1∪ A2 ∪ A3. A1
can transform the original matrix into the space plane formed
by Hurwitz matrix (R1) by translation mapping, A2 and A3 can
transform the original matrix into Hurwitz matrix (R2 and R3)
by transformation mapping respectively, and then, R1, R2 and
R3 can be defined as generalized return-ratio matrix, which
are shown as follows:

A1 : R1 = −R0 − εG M E . (28)

A2 : R2 = −R0 × e jθP M . (29)

A3 : R3 = −R0 × e− jθP M . (30)

Fig. 6. Stability operation region.

Fig. 7. Set of stability operation regions.

where R1, R2 and R3 are Hurwitz. To sum up, the system
is stable if one of the generalized return-ratio matrices is
Hurwitz.

Remark 1: Based on the novel stability forbidden/operation
region criterion proposed in our previous literature [23], the
switching/sampling frequency threshold identification regard-
ing grid-connected inverters with the digital control system
is switched into the identification problem whether the gen-
eralized return-ratio matrix is one Hurwitz matrix. Tradi-
tionally, the point-point simulation approach is also able to
provide the minimum switching/sampling frequency value.
However, thousands of Nyquist curve drawing process should
be executed through power simulation engineers. Especially
when the number of the grid-connected inverters is large, the
point-point simulation approach is not suitable. Through the
proposed criterion and proposed adaptive step search approach
in this paper, thousands of Nyquist curve drawing process can
be eliminated, which reduces the computational burden a lot.

Through the foresaid analysis, if one of the R1, R2 and
R3 is Hurwitz, the system is stable. To this end, the general-
ized return-ratio matrix is one sampling/switching frequency
dependent nonlinear time invariant matrix. Therefore, this
paper proposes an adaptive step search approach to obtain
the stability-oriented minimum sampling/switching frequency.
In order to extend the adaptability of the algorithm, this paper
uses the least mean square (LMS) as the growth factor, which
is shown as follows:

r (m + 1) = sign(Lmin) × �r (0) × |Lmin|λ(m)

+ r (m) , (31)

λ (m) = α ×
�

1 + e−β|s(m)|2� , (32)

s (m) = γ s (m − 1) + (1 − γ ) Lmin, (33)

where sign(x) represents sign function. Lmin represents the
real part of the minimum eigenvalue of the generalized return-
ratio matrix. |Lmin|λ(m) and λ (m) represents variable step
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Algorithm 1 Solving Process
Initialization: r(0) = 0; m = 0 and �r(0) = 0.
Iteration: (i ≤ p)
1: Initialization Lmax1 = ∅, Lmax2 = ∅, Lmax3 = ∅ and

i = 1;
2: Compute the generalized return-ratio matrix R(s) under

s = − j2π fi , i.e., R1, R2 and R3;
3: Compute the maximum real part of three generalized

return-ratio matrices, i.e., L1 = max(real(eig(R1))),
L2 = max(real(eig(R2))) and L3 =
max(real(eig(R3)));

4: Extend matrix Lmax1 = [Lmax1, L1], Lmax2 = [Lmax2, L2]
and Lmax3 = [Lmax3, L3]. If i < 20000, i = i + 1, turn
to 2. Else, turn to 5;

5: Select the maximum value among Lmax1, Lmax2 and
Lmax3, i.e., Lmax−1 = max(Lmax1), Lmax−2 =
max(Lmax2) and Lmax−3 = max(Lmax3). Define Lmin

is the minimum value among Lmax−2, Lmax−1 and
Lmax−3, i.e., Lmin = min(Lmax−2, Lmax−1, Lmax−3);

6: Judge whether r(m) is equal to zero under Lmin . If yes,
the records of the open interval (0, r(m)) are stored, and
then 7 is entered. If not, turn to 1;

7: Compute the set of all open sets in 6, and record the result
as the maximum value of equivalent delay time Tmin .

factor and step growth factor. α and β represents adjustment
factor, and γ represents forgetting factor. The detailed solving
process can be shown in Algorithm 1:

Through Algorithm 1, the minimum switching/sampling
frequency regarding grid-connected inverters with the digital
control system under weak grid is provided as fmin = 1/Tmax.

Remark 2: The proposed adaptive step search approach
regarding minimum switching/sampling frequency belongs to
the variation of dichotomy, and the relationship between Lmin

and r(m) is shown in Fig. 8, which has monotonic increasing
characteristic [12]. Therefore, the convergence of the proposed
approach is ensured, and it is not affected through the selection
of initial value. This modified dichotomy approach has been
widely applied to power system, i.e., the disturbance observa-
tion method for maximum power point tracking and the initial
value selection method for power flow calculation [27]. In this
paper, the adaptability of the proposed algorithm focuses
more on convergence speed, which ensures that this method
is suitable for systems requiring fast calculation time. The
traditional fixed step search method has one slow convergence.
Thus, this paper applies the characteristics of exponential
function, which has the characteristics of low change rate
at the convergence point (0 value) and high change rate far
away from the convergence point. In other words, this method
can make sure to search in small steps near the convergence
point and in large steps away from the convergence point [27].
By setting the least mean square as the exponential term
and using the properties of the exponential function, the
convergence speed of the algorithm is improved, so as to
improve the applicability of the algorithm and solve the high
computing speed requirements.

Fig. 8. Relationship curve between Lmin and Tmax .

TABLE I

THE SIMULATION/EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Remark 3: In this paper, the upper limit of i in the algorithm
is 20000. In other words, system frequency should be verified
from 0Hz to 20000Hz under the minimum switching frequency
regarding IGBT. The reason that the upper limit of i is set
as 20000 is that the motivation of this paper is to explore
conditions of broadband oscillation phenomena such as low
frequency and sub/super-synchronous oscillation caused by
the decrease of switching frequency. Traditionally, the interval
regarding broadband oscillation is about [0, 3000]Hz. In order
to ensure the effectiveness of this method under extreme
conditions, this paper improves the verification frequency
range. If engineers want to calculate the results quickly, the
upper limit i can be reduced to 3000.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to verify the high performance of the proposed
minimum switching/sampling frequency identification based
on adaptive step search approach for grid-connected inverters
with the digital control system under weak grid, the simulation
test system provided in the literature [25] is provided. The rel-
ative control parameters are shown in Table I, and the number
of the grid-connected inverters is set as three. Meanwhile,
the line impedance of the weak grid is shown as follows:
Rg = 0.25�. Lg = 10m H and Cg = 100μF . Based on the
proposed adaptive step search approach regarding the gener-
alized return-ratio matrix, the minimum switching/sampling
frequency is 3.662kHz. In this paper, the stability of the
grid-connected inverters with the digital control system under
different switching/sampling frequencies will be provided,
respectively, The effectiveness of the proposed adaptive step
search algorithm based on generalized return-ratio matrix will
be verified by simulating the waveform of AC bus voltage of
the grid-connected inverters with the digital control system in
MATLAB/Simulink, which are shown as follows:

Firstly, the switching/sampling frequency of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is 4kHz,
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Fig. 9. Infinite norm criterion.

Fig. 10. Voltage waveform under 4kHz of IGBT.

which is obviously higher than the minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency obtained by the proposed identification
approach. To this end, the system can remain stable. As shown
in Fig. 9, which is based on the literature [22], the infinite norm
regarding the return ratio matrix of the system is bigger than
unit in the frequency interval [126Hz, 212Hz]. Based on this,
it is possible that the system is unstable. The actual voltage
waveform of the grid-connected inverters with the digital
control system is shown in Fig. 10, and the system maintains
stability. To sum up, compared with the existing literature [22],
this method has lower conservatism. Meanwhile, the high
performance of the proposed minimum switching/sampling
frequency identification approach can be ensured.

Secondly, the switching/sampling frequency of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is reset
as 3.5kHz, which is slightly less than the minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency obtained by the proposed identification
approach. Under this case, it is possible that the simulation
system is not stable. The actual voltage waveform of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is shown
in Fig. 10, and the system has low frequency oscillation. The
simulation results illustrate that the high performance of the
proposed minimum switching/sampling frequency identifica-
tion approach can be ensured.

Thirdly, the switching/sampling frequency of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is reset
as 3kHz, which is less than the minimum switching/sampling
frequency obtained by the proposed identification approach.
According to the proposed criterion, the system cannot remain

Fig. 11. Voltage waveform under 3.5kHz of IGBT.

Fig. 12. Voltage waveform under 3kHz of IGBT.

stable. The actual voltage waveform of the grid-connected
inverters with the digital control system is shown in Fig. 11,
and the system has a large low-frequency oscillation and sub-
synchronous oscillation. As a result, the simulation results
show that the high performance of the proposed minimum
switching/sampling frequency identification approach can be
verified.

Fourthly, the switching/sampling frequency of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is reset
as 2kHz, which is obviously less than the minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency obtained by the proposed identification
approach a lot. Under this frequency, the system cannot remain
stable. The actual voltage waveform of the grid-connected
inverters with the digital control system is shown in Fig. 12,
and the system has a large divergent oscillation. If no effec-
tive suppression measures are taken, the system will induce
extreme phenomena such as over-current/over-voltage protec-
tion and disconnection. Under this case, the devices in micro-
grid are easily damaged. Consequently, the simulation results
illustrate that the high performance of the proposed minimum
switching/sampling frequency identification approach can be
well verified.

Through the foresaid simulation results under different fre-
quencies, the effectiveness regarding the proposed minimum
switching/sampling frequency identification based on adaptive
step search approach for grid-connected inverters with the
digital control system under weak grid can be fully proved.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the high performance of the proposed
minimum switching/sampling frequency identification based
on adaptive step search approach for grid-connected inverters
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Fig. 13. Voltage waveform under 2kHz of IGBT.

Fig. 14. Hardware-in-the-loop test system diagram.

with the digital control system under weak grid, the con-
troller hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL) experiments are executed
in OPAL-RT real-time simulation system with the system
parameters are the same as the simulation section. The CHIL
experiment facility is cited in our previous literature [26]. The
detailed experimental figure is shown in Fig. 13. Therein,
the relative control parameters are also shown in Table I,
and the number of the grid-connected inverters is set as
three. Meanwhile, the line impedance of the weak grid is
also shown as follows: Rg = 0.25�. Lg = 10m H and
Cg = 100μF . Based on the proposed adaptive step search
approach regarding the generalized return-ratio matrix, the
minimum switching/sampling frequency is also 3.662kHz. The
effectiveness of the proposed adaptive step search algorithm
based on generalized return-ratio matrix will be verified by
the experimental waveform of AC bus voltage of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system in CHIL
experiments, which are expressed below:

Firstly, the switching/sampling frequency of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is set as
4kHz, which is obviously higher than the minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency obtained by the proposed identification
approach. Under this frequency, the system should remain
stable. The actual experimental voltage waveform of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is shown
in Fig. 14, and the experimental system maintains stability.
Based on this, the high performance of the proposed minimum
switching/sampling frequency identification approach can be
ensured through experiment results.

Fig. 15. Experimental voltage waveform under 4kHz of IGBT.

Fig. 16. Experimental voltage waveform under 3.5kHz of IGBT.

Fig. 17. Experimental voltage waveform under 3kHz of IGBT.

Secondly, the switching/sampling frequency of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is reset
as 3.5kHz, which is slightly less than the minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency obtained by the proposed identification
approach. Under this case, it is possible that the experi-
mental system is not stable. The actual experimental voltage
waveform of the grid-connected inverters with the digital
control system is shown in Fig. 15, and the experimental
system has low frequency oscillation. The experimental results
illustrate that the high performance of the proposed minimum
switching/sampling frequency identification approach can be
ensured.

Thirdly, the switching/sampling frequency of the grid-
connected inverters with the digital control system is reset
as 3kHz, which is less than the minimum switching/sampling
frequency obtained by the proposed identification approach.
According to the proposed criterion, the experimental system
cannot remain stable. The actual experimental voltage wave-
form of the grid-connected inverters with the digital control
system is shown in Fig. 16, and the system has a large low-
frequency oscillation and sub-synchronous oscillation. As a
result. If no effective suppression measures are taken, the
relative device may be damaged. Consequently, the simula-
tion results illustrate that the high performance of the pro-
posed minimum switching/sampling frequency identification
approach can be well verified.
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The simulation results were validated through experimental
results, which illustrates that the proposed minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency identification approach based on adap-
tive step search approach for grid-connected inverters with the
digital control system under weak grid has high effectiveness.

VI. CONCLUSION

Grid-connected inverters with the digital control system
have been regarded as one simplest and typical cyber-physical
system. Meanwhile, the switching/sampling frequency of the
inverter has been always selected as low as possible from
an efficiency viewpoint, resulting in unavoidable delay time.
Therein, this delay time has been prone to the system instabil-
ity, which is more prone to severity under weak grid. Tradi-
tionally, almost scholars have focused more on system stability
with communication time delay or attack. To this end, this
paper has proposed a minimum switching/sampling frequency
identification approach based on adaptive step search approach
for grid-connected inverters under weak grid. Compared with
the existing literatures, three advantages have been found in
this paper as follows:

(1) In order to reflect the cyber-physical interaction impact,
the equivalent delay time has been constructed through the
system impedance model. Based on this, the cyber-physical
interaction impact problem can be transformed into the switch-
ing/sampling frequency threshold identification problem;

(2) Based on the novel stability forbidden/operation region
criterion, the switching/sampling frequency threshold identifi-
cation has been switched into the Hurwitz matrix identification
problem, which reduces the computational burden;

(3) In order to obtain the minimum switching/sampling
frequency, an adaptive step search approach with low con-
servatism has been proposed. Meanwhile, the convergence of
the proposed approach has been verified, which is independent
for the initial condition.

Finally, the simulation and experimental results have been
provided to illustrate that the proposed minimum switch-
ing/sampling frequency identification approach based on adap-
tive step search approach for grid-connected inverters with
the digital control system under weak grid is highly effective.
Therein, the method in this paper can well evaluate the system
stability under different frequencies through simulation and
experiment.

In the future, the whole stability analysis consisting the
primary controller, secondary controller and third controller,
should be studied to promote the development of system
stability regarding cyber-physical systems.
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